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APPENDIX C as part of Councilor Wright memo to Planning Dept dated 9/11/20                       9/14/20 

This document started as an exercise collecting data to determine if a maximum house size of 3500 sf (square feet) for single family homes is 
the correct number to reduce tear downs in Newton.  I reviewed MLS listings daily for 2.5 months this spring looking for “new build”.  I collected 
the address and the listing information like size, price, etc.  I went to the assessor’s data base to collect lot size, frontage, previous house size if 
available, zoning, and sale price of tear down home.  For a few homes I estimated the previous house size by google map pictures, assessor 
data on nearby homes and lot size.  Those estimates are preceded with a squiggle or ~.  I also collected data from the ISD database. 

Some observations:  

• Frequently the house can be built bigger in the new zoning ordinance.  It is accomplished usually with a finished attic.  Presently the game
is played where the finished attic is not counted because it is under the defined threshold.  That loophole goes away. “ISD house size”
included all attic space over 7’.

• Some houses would have a smaller footprint but bigger overall with the allowed finished attic than what is being built now.
• Most homes were built to the maximum FAR limit.
• ISD should require builders to deliver some drawings (i.e. FAR) in a required format.  For instance, FAR should be in a standard table

including each floor area, steps/process used in the calculation and the final number against the FAR maximum number.
• House size via architect drawings is usually quite different from the MLS listing.  I expect the MLS listing includes finished basement but

even then, the numbers did not always add up.

While reviewing the data, it seemed that the homes that are being built now could be bigger in the proposed zoning.  I brought up this 
observation and the planning dept asked me to collect more data.  I also noticed that multi unit homes could be built even larger than what is 
allowed by FAR in the new zoning.  I went back to add data on multi families.   

I reviewed the latest zoning maps (4/3/20 Planning Dept memo to Councilor Crossley) to determine the future district for each lot.  For 
rectangular lots, I calculated depth from lot size and frontage.  I then calculated lot coverage and allowed 300 sf per driveway in R2, 200 sf per 
driveway in R3 and R4 and 400 sf per driveway for R1 (in the new ordinance maximum driveway width is 10’).  I calculated the maximum house 
size 3 ways, by lot coverage, by setbacks and by maximum house size in that district per the new ordinance.  Those calculations assumed a 
rectangular lot.  Then for the real time-consuming data collection – I reviewed the actual house drawings in the ISD database and calculated 
house size that was built.  First, I had to find this info buried in the drawings.  If it was not available, I added up the pieces of the house.  If it got 
really complicated and taking a lot of time, I just skipped to the next one.  Some drawings had FAR data easily available, so I added that into 
the spreadsheet. I personally did not calculate FAR and relied on the architects and drawings for those numbers.  As you can see in the data, 
most of those houses were built to the FAR limit and one was over and didn’t appear to have a special permit.   

I did not have the bandwidth to calculate every lot.  If it was a weird shaped lot, I did not continue. A few were handpicked by others (near 
them) or otherwise I just went down the list with homes that were on rectangular lots and reasonably easy to calculate.  This is not all the data 
over that time, but I expect most of it.  If a house never listed on the MLS I didn’t capture it.  This data should be used to get an idea on what is 
happening in the city and to see trends.  The new zoning code is supposedly reducing the size of homes built.  As you can see, that is not 
happening and in fact, most can be built bigger than what is allowed under FAR.  
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Sample of homes torn down in MR districts. Can it be built bigger in the new zoning ordinance? #88-20
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Back up data for the above charts #88-20
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